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elect2 aConsidered systems, questions, left-oversChaum (1981). Simple systems, only covers basic desires. Type: Hiddenvoter.Registration: Choose a random key pair. Send the decryption key anonymously(through a mixnet) to a bulletin board. The mixnet entry server onlyaccepts one signed message per voter.Voting: Encrypt the formatted vote with the encryption key. Send decryptionkey and the encrypted vote anonymously (through a mixnet) to a bul-letion board. (The mixnet entry server can again control by requiringsignatures that only voters send messages and only one. Yet, this canalso be checked on the bulletin board.)Tallying: Inspect the bulletin board! All votes are open.
◦ Eligibility: only eligible voters can vote and not more than once.
◦ Anonymity: as long as at least one mix is honest, the votes stay anony-mous.
◦ Individual veri�ability: Each voter can look for her decryption key on thebulletin board.
◦ Global veri�ability: not provided, it is not clear that the mixes outputthe same things that they get.
◦ Receipts: a voter has a kind of receipt since only he knows the encryptionkey and can thus prove to a third person how he voted. His signatureswhich are available to the entry servers prove that she indeed sent theclaimed messages.
◦ Robustness: a single mix blackout interrupts the entire system.The system is a basis for many later constructions. The found problems canbe resolved by additional measures, see followups.Sako & Kilian (1995). Simple system, other key idea. Type: Hidden voter.Registration: Each voter submits an encrypted ballot for each candidate througha re-encryption mixnet to a bulletin board. Each mix posts a proof ofcorrect mixing and convinces the voter through an untappable channelhow they permuted the ballots so that the voter knows which ballot onthe bulletin board is for which candidate.



b Michael NüskenVoting: The voter submits the ballot for the desired candidate to a decryptionmixnet. Each mix again posts a proof of correct mixing.Tallying: Inspect the bulletin board! All votes are open.
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: as long as at least one mix is honest.
◦ Individual veri�ability: Each voter can verify the proofs of correct mixing.
◦ Global veri�ability: Yes.
◦ Receipts: There is a receipt of voting but no way to decrypt the encryptedvote.
◦ Robustness: a single mix blackout interrupts the entire system.Cohen/Benaloh et al. (1985, 1986, 1987) Simple system, another idea.Type: Hidden vote.Registration: Each voter submits an encrypted ballot for each candidate to abulletin board, only the voter knows the order.Voting: The voter submits the ballot for the desired candidate to a bulletinboard.Tallying: The votes are combined in encrypted form, the evaluation is thendecrypted (by computing a discrete logarithm that it is known to be ina small interval).
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: yes (as long as used crypto is secure).
◦ Individual veri�ability: yes.
◦ Global veri�ability: yes.
◦ Receipts: yes.
◦ Robustness: yes.



elect2 cFujioka, Okamoto & Ohta (1993). More stages. Type: Hidden voter.Registration: The voter commits (only) to his vote, this ballot is then signedblindly by an administrator who checks the eligibility.Voting 1: The voter sends her ballot anonymously (through a mixnet) to thecounter bulletin board.Voting 2: The voter looks up her vote on the bulletin board and gets its serialnumber, she sends the commitment opening with the serial number againanonymously to the counter bulletin board.Tallying: Inspect the bulletin board! All votes are open.
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: ok.
◦ Individual veri�ability: ok.
◦ Global veri�ability: ok.
◦ Receipts: The prover could possibly prove how she voted. . .
◦ Robustness: All entities could be distributed. . . Could they?Kiayas & Yung (2002). Small elections, better security. Type: Hiddenvoter.Registration: Each voter j selects a personal temporary key pair (αj , hj = hαj ).Pre voting: Each voter j selects a random number sji for all voters such thatthese add up to 0, and sends exponentiated values (gsji, h

sji

i ) to the bul-letin matrix. The bulletin board multiplies the columns: Rj :=
∏

i
h

sij

j .Voting: The voter j raises Rj to the α−1

j -th power and multiplies this with f vj ,the value Bj = h
∑

i sijf vj is posted on the bulletin board.Tallying: All votes are multiplied, since the random numbers sum to 0 in eachrow and thus in total, the exponents of h combine to 0, we are left with
f

∑
vj . Since we know that the exponent is small, this discrete logarithmcan be computed.

◦ Eligibility: ok.
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◦ Anonymity: ok, unless all other voters coalesce.
◦ Individual veri�ability: ok.
◦ Global veri�ability: ok.
◦ Receipts: None. (?)
◦ Robustness: The scheme can be modi�ed to tolerate absent or abstainingvoters.Juang, Lei & Liaw (2002). Type: Hidden voter.Registration: The voter encrypts her vote and gets a blind signature from anadministrator.Voting: The voter sends her encrypted vote anonymously (via a mix net) to acounter bb.Tallying: The counter publishes the encrypted votes. If there are no objections,the scrutineers jointly decrypt the votes and the open votes are publishedon a bulletin board.
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: ok.
◦ Individual veri�ability: ??
◦ Global veri�ability: ??
◦ Receipts: ??
◦ Robustness: ??Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson (2005). Type: Hidden voter (and hiddenvote?).Registration: Each voter gets a temporary key pair certi�ed.Voting: Each voter encrypts her vote and sends it anonymously via a re-encryption mixnet to a bulletin boards. The voter proofs that she cor-rectly encrypted and the mixes that they correctly mixed and re-encrypted.



elect2 eTallying: All votes are combined, the tally and a proof of correct tallying areposted.Veri�cation: Anybody can use the publicly available information to check theglobal correctness.
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: ok.
◦ Individual veri�ability: ??
◦ Global veri�ability: ok.
◦ Receipts: ??
◦ Robustness: ??Lee, Boyd, Dawson, Kim, Yang & Yoo (2004). Type: Hidden voter.Registration: Each voter registers and obtains a tamper resistant randomizer,say a smart card.Voting: The voter encrypts her vote, re-encrypts and signs it using the tamperresistant randomizer. The device also provides a proof of correct reen-cryption. The re-encrypted vote and the device' signature are posted toa bulletin board. Its admin checks the signature.Tallying: A re-encryption mixnet anonymizes the content of the bulletin boardand proves correct mixing. The talliers (a decryption mixnet) decryptand count.
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: ok.
◦ Individual veri�ability: ok.
◦ Global veri�ability: ok.
◦ Receipts: None.
◦ Robustness: Can be added by using robust mixnets.



f Michael NüskenChaum (2004). Not entirely electronic. Type: Hidden voter.Voting: The voter has a device encrypt the vote, chooses a few bits duringthis encryption. A device does that and prints two slides that overlaidas a visual cryptogram show the vote. Finally, the voter chooses onehalf of the visual encryption to be passed on. The device signs that half.The other half is desctroyed under supervision. In particular, the devicecannot manipulate the printout when it has to sign. The signed ballotis posted on a bulletin board that can be checked by the voter using hisshare.Tallying: All votes are decrypted by a mixnet and posted on a bulletin board.We are missing quite a few details, maybe checking Jakobsson, Juels & Rivest(2002) would reveal the concept.
◦ Remote: NO.
◦ Eligibility: ok.
◦ Anonymity: ok.
◦ Individual veri�ability: ok.
◦ Global veri�ability: ok.
◦ Receipts: ok.
◦ Robustness: Implementable.
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